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“Successful ranching: livestock, wildlife, fire and fence” and “successful ranching: coping with the energy industry,” are the themes of the Producer Forum morning and afternoon sessions to be held on February 5, 2013 in conjunction with the 66th Annual Meeting Technical Training and Trade Show of the Society for Range Management at the Cox Convention Center in Oklahoma City.

The morning session, 8:00 – 11:30am, features successful ranchers from Oklahoma and Kansas who use their management abilities to successfully manage their range resources using a variety of grazing management systems. These ranchers represent a range of livestock production systems from stockers to cow/calf to a blend of livestock and wildlife and grazing management from patch-burn rotation to mob grazing. Speakers will discuss how they have implemented management systems that best match their environmental conditions, land resources and production goals of the operation.

Yates Adcock of Middle Creek Ranch will be speaking at one of the 2013 SRM forums.